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REFER TO ONLINE INSTALLATION INSTRUCTION DOCUMENTS FOR DETAILS ON THE STEPS BELOW
Blockout: Installation instructions document
Optical chamber: Installation instructions document

Blockout Installation Instruction

This document is to be signed by installing contractor
acknowledging all requirements detailed below to
properly install our lumenfacade inground luminaires
are known, understood, planned and executed.
Accepted
Name:

Signature:

Optical Chamber Installation Instruction

1.

Prepare the ground to properly support the blockout across its full length (refer to page 7).

1.

Associate the PACBOX with its optical chamber by referring to the information on the labels (refer to page 10).

2.

Verify the efficiency of the blockout’s drainage piping (refer to page 8 for drainage system specifications).

2.

Inspect the PACBOX and optical chamber components to ensure they are not damaged (fixture cord, connectors
and housings).

3.

Inspect blockout to ensure no parts are damaged (end caps fully snapped on sides, clips and
supports in place). Refer to page 8 for assembly detail.

3.

Remove blockout cover (refer to page 8).

4.

Clean the inside of the blockout, the mounting tracks and the clips (refer to page 9).

5.

Inspect leader and jumper cables to ensure they are not damaged.

6.

Connect PACBOX and optical chamber. Place PACBOX cover side up in the blockout.
Ensure sealing cap is installed on every unused connector (refer to page 11).

7.

Clip the optical chamber in place in the blockout. Ensure that the PACBOX is not positioned directly under the fixture’s
cord entry point.

8.

Ensure the optical chamber is inserted properly across the full length of the blockout and that it is level.

9.

The Certificate of Installation must be completed, signed and returned by the installing contractor to Lumenpulse
immediately upon completion of the installation of lumenfacade inground products. Failure to return the Certificate of
Installation, duly completed and signed, shall void the standard 5-year limited warranty.”

4.

Make sure the blockout is level and verify that the retainers are installed in one foot increments, on both sides of the
blockout (refer to page12 for retainer details).

5.

Make sure the cover is properly installed on the blockout (cover must remain in place until optical chamber is
installed).

6.

Fill in ground hole.

7.

Inspect final installation to ensure blockout is straight and blockout walls are perpendicular to end caps.
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5-year limited warranty.
Consult www.lumenpulsegroup.com
for our complete Standard Terms
and Conditions of Sales.

Lumenpulse reserves the right to make changes to this product at any time
without prior notice and such modification shall be effective immediately.

